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Apr 7, 2019 - Watch the Hindi dubbed version of “Game Over” released by Netflix. Director: Ashwin
Saravanan. Starring: Taapsee Pannu, Vinodhini, Parvathi T and more. 'Game Over' movie : Movie
Review ‘Game Over’ released in Hindi, features Taapsee Pannu and Vinodhini in lead. 'Game Over'
Movie Review : Mumbai Mirror's ‘Game Over’ Is A Silent And Brilliant Execution. This Hindi-dubbed
Tamil-Telugu psychological thriller with a touch of science fiction is by Ashwin Saravanan, who has
directed some really good movies in the past. The Hindi-Tamil-Telugu language original, Game Over,
which features Taapsee Pannu as the main protagonist, has Ashwin Saravanan behind the camera,
while Sabi Sihta and R. Sarathkumar provide the music. Game Over Hindi Review: A slasher thriller
based on a game-over (an imaginary point at which the protagonist has no more time to live), the
movie comes with a touching storyline, amazing performance and a great supporting cast. The movie
revolves around the story of a young child psychologist who helps to understand the human
condition by playing and then analyzing the results of what happens when the game of life is put to
test. 'Game Over' Hindi Movie Review:... Aug 28, 2020 - 'Game Over' is one of the few Hindi movie
releases this week that gets it right by giving a straight-to-the-point storyline without needless gore
and violence. Jul 2, 2018 - "Game Over" Telugu and Tamil versions trailer released on YouTube.
"Game Over" is an upcoming Indian Tamil-Telugu psychological thriller film written and directed by
Ashwin Saravanan, starring Taapsee Pannu, Vinodhini and Parvathi T. It is produced by Sashikanth.
The film's music is by Ron Yohann, while the background score is by Koti, composing for his second
time for an Ashwin Saravanan film. Given that the film is a psychological thriller, there are no
gunshots, nor any scary moments. So, you can just relax and enjoy the movie. Game Over Movie
Review Aug 28, 2020 - The first look of the Hindi version of 'Game Over' got leaked online and the
film released on Netflix,
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